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INCUBATION CENTER
Institution has developed an incubation center to transform the students with knowledge of
industry and research institute’s requirement as well as entrepreneur skills.
We have a knowledge resource center in our college, which may be treated as incubation center in the
college. We have designed some courses to enhance employability in our students. Being centrally
located, our college has restrictions of rooms & space, despite the limitation we have developed the
facilitation center for our students who mostly belong to economically weaker classes. College has
separate seminar hall to conduct the lecture of carrier guidance as well as Job opportunities in various
Industries. This has a capacity of 150 students.
Our mission
1. Encourage & facilitate entrepreneurial skills & ideas across all disciplines & establish
collaborations with industries & entrepreneur to guide our students.
2. To motivate students to develop an interest in research.
3. To encourage entrepreurship & innovation.
4. To link with research institutes & industries.
Our ideas
1. Our center is aimed at transforming the students with vibrant ideas into young entrepreneurs
2. We support the ideas of students & help them to nourish those ideas into effective actions
plans.
3. To encourage students to have interaction with successful personalities from different fields.
Our goals
Our center looks towards to the participation of students who have vibrant ideas, its alumni
& also the local entrepreneurs in & around Pune. This will act as a platform for the student to connect
with mentors & opportunities through conducting workshops, seminar & interactive sessions.
1. Connect with successful students turned entrepreneurs.
2. Get opportunities to work on live projects with the help of research institution / industry.
Services offered by Centre
1. Guidance from mentors from various fields regarding career development.
2. Connect with successful students turned entrepreneurs.
3. Frequently interactions from industry experts.
4. Infrastructure with discussion room & seminar hall for PPT presentation.

5. Our Centre has been active in conducting skill development courses and imparting knowledge
through organizing Audio- Visual lectures on TED talks followed by discussions about it.
Memorandum of understating (MOUS) with other organizations facilitate the students to
gain more knowledge about employability.

